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2 | NEW PRODUCTS - ZSK TERMINAL

ZSK Terminal
- Software for beginners 
- Easy to learn, fewer steps required
- Not intended to create new patterns from scratch
- It is meant to customize a design
- Thread cone matching: Thread cones on the machine  
   are read and a new embroidery file is created according  
   to the order on the machine.  

new products

> more info

https://www.zsk.de/de/software/app-world.php


new functions

3 | NEW FUNCTIONS - FULLY AUTOMATED EMBROIDERY MACHINE



Fully automated embroidery machine
- Automatic Pull-Through from left to right.
- Material feeding with up to three fabric layers.
- Edge sensors for perfect alignment of the fabric edges.
- Pneumatic clamping and tensioning in the border frame.
- Scalable buffer storage according to customer  
   requirements (e.g. 10-20m).

new functions

4 | NEW FUNCTIONS - FULLY AUTOMATED EMBROIDERY MACHINE



5 | NEW FUNCTIONS - MODULAR ADJUSTMENT

new functions

Modular Adjustment
The modular adjustment system allows to adjust the 
border frame size to the required dimensions. There is 
also the possibility of clamping several fabrics in one 
frame.



new models

CSHW 0400-300Q SKW 
- 4 head wire laying machine.
- Pull-Through from back to front and reverse.
- Allows wire laying over long objects by clamping forward  
   and backward multiple times the depth of the frame.
- Pneumatic tensioning of fabrics up to a width of  
   1800mm and a frame depth of 1800mm.
- The unwindig and rewinding fabric rolls follow the side  
   movement of the frame.
- New stamps close to the needle secure high accuracy 
   of the fabrics position during retensioning.
- Modified clamping for even clamping force over the  
   entire width of 1800mm.

6 | NEW MODELS - CSHW 0400-300Q SKW
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